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Fri, 25 Oct 2019 

Submarine launched ballistic  

missile (SLBM) K-4 test imminent 
Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) is contemplating crucial tests of India's 

longest range and most potent Submarine Launched Ballistic Missile (SLBM) K-4 between 23rd and 

25th of October 2019. The missile is expected to be launched from India's indigenous nuclear SSBN 

INS Arihant. India has activated a possible 3400+ Km path (See pic below) for the test of an 

"experimental flight trial" on the east coast indicates a possible LR missile test. 

The nuclear capable homegrown strategic missile scheduled 

is expected to add more teeth to the navy once they are 

inducted. A successful trial of the underwater K-4 missile will 

pave the way for development of its long range sibling K-5, 

which will have a strike range of over 5,000 km. K-4 is an 

intermediate-range SLBM. It is a 10 m long missile weighing 

20 tons, capable of carrying a 1 ton payload up to a range of 

3,500 km. 

"The missile systems are ready. We are expecting the launch schedule in next few days." said a 

defence official from New Delhi. 

It's worthy to note that the scientists are keen on K-4 trial as the last attempt on December 17 had 

failed. The missile could not be launched from the pontoon positioned in the Bay of Bengal off the 

Vizag coast due to some technical snags. The missile, world's best in this class, will have to undergo a 

couple of more developmental trials before being inducted in the armed forces. 

The 12 metre tall missile weighs around 17 tons and can carry a warhead weighing up to 2,000 kg. 

The missile is powered by solid rocket propellant. 

The manoeuvrable missile having an innovative system of interlacing in three dimensions can also 

cruise at a hypersonic speed and this exceptional feature makes it difficult to be tracked easily and 

destroyed by any anti-ballistic missile defence systems. 

One of the lesser known missiles being developed under DRDO's 'K Series' project is the K-5 

missile. K-5 would be a long range Submarine Launched Ballistic Missile (SLBM). It reportedly can 

deliver nuclear warhead of up to one tonne 5,000 km away. 

Other missiles under 'K Series' - 750-km range K-15 (B-05) and 3,500 km range K-4 - have already 

been test fired successfully several times. 

Both the missiles have strengthen the country’s position in the exclusive club of six nations 

including Russia, US, France, UK and China which have the capability of firing nuclear tipped 

missiles from air, land and undersea. 

http://www.defencenews.in/article/Submarine-Launched-Ballistic-Missile-(SLBM)-K-4-Test-Imminent-

737639 
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Fri, 25 Oct 2019 

Make-II: Need to prevent duplication  

of efforts and backdoor entry of import 
By Laxman Kumar Behera 

The Defence Acquisition Council (DAC), Chaired by Defence Minister Rajnath Singh, on Monday 

announced it had approved the purchase of Rs 3,300 crore of indigenously designed and developed 

military equipment. 

In a major boost to Make in India and private sector’s participation in defence production in 

particular, the Defence Acquisition Council (DAC) on October 21 approved three capital procurement 

projects worth Rs. 3300 crore for indigenous design and development. 1  The first two projects pertain 

to Make-II category of the defence procurement procedure (DPP) and include third generation anti-

tank guided missiles (ATGM) and auxiliary power units (APUs) for the T-72 and T-90 tanks. The 

third project relates to the design and development (D&D) of electronic warfare (EW) systems for 

mountain and high-altitude terrain by the Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO), 

and manufacturing of the same by a design-cum-production partner selected from the Indian industry. 

The importance of DAC’s October 21 decision is that it is the first time that the government has 

allowed the private sector to undertake D&D of complex defence equipment, a task which was 

hitherto reserved for the DRDO and, to a smaller extent, state-owned/controlled production entities. 

The government’s bold decision to allow the private sector to undertake complex D&D is a step in the 

right direction to forge a larger innovation system to meet the diverse requirements of national 

security. However, caution may be required to avoid duplication of efforts and prevent indirect import 

which is otherwise not permitted directly. 

It is significant to note that of the two projects approved by DAC under Make-II, the DRDO is 

already engaged in the development of ATGM. The R&D agency seems to have achieved a degree of 

success in the project. This is the reason why the government has twice ignored in the past an import 

option in favour of the home-grown project. However, permitting the private sector to undertake the 

development of ATGM has raised doubts about the status of the DRDO’s project. More significantly, 

if the DRDO, India’s premier defence R&D agency with a budget of more than Rs. 19,000 crore (in 

2019-20), is not able to design and develop an ATGM, how could the private sector, which has little 

expertise in missile development, achieve the same and that too with no funding support from the 

government under Make-II? 

The Make-II procedure was carved out as a separate sub-category of the ‘Make’ procedure as part 

of the revised DPP-2016 to give a boost to the Make in India initiative in defence production. The 

intention behind the sub-category was to leverage the industrial and financial powers of the Indian 

industry, particularly the private sector, for greater indigenisation through import substitution with 

some technical assistance from overseas, if required. Leveraging industry’s financial power was, 

however, not meant to ask the industry to spend a huge sum on D&D efforts. Therefore, projects with 

a large developmental cost was meant to be executed through Make-I procedure in which the 

government bears up to 90 per cent of the prototype development cost, whereas all other projects with 

smaller financial implications were intended to be executed under Make-II through industry’s self-

funding. 

The Make-II is undoubtedly a novel idea of the Ministry of Defence (MoD) to promote innovation 

within the industry. Its three distinct features – allowing the industry to submit suo moto proposals, 

MoD’s willingness to entertain single bid, and assurance of time-bound and guaranteed order post 

https://idsa.in/idsacomments/make-ii-need-to-prevent-duplication-lkbehera-231019#footnote1_77mp9nz
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successful development – are refreshingly different from the government’s routine contractual norms 

that give prominence to tender-based bid solicitation, multi-vendor participation and uncertainty of 

order placement. The innovativeness of the sub-category and the government’s zero financial liability 

for prototype development has allowed the MoD to go the whole hog in embracing a large number of 

proposals under Make-II. In comparison to mere three projects under Make-I, the MoD has so far 

accorded acceptance-in-principle (AIP) to nearly five dozen proposals under Make-II. 

Significantly, apart from ATGM, the AIP has also been given to a number of other big projects 

including the long range air-to-air beyond visual range (BVR) missile, on which the DRDO has been 

working for a long time and has achieved some major success in recent years. By allowing these 

projects to be executed through Make-II, the MoD not only runs the risks of forgoing the opportunity 

of deploying its home-grown technology but unwittingly gets into a trap of foreign suppliers who 

rarely pass on any key technology and whose only interest in India is to bind it with perpetual 

dependency. 

The question, therefore, is whether the foreign original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) should be 

allowed to use Make-II to sell their hardware which they are otherwise denied to do directly. The 

question merits debate as it has a huge implication on India’s own efforts in developing key defence 

technologies. Even though Make-II requires local design and development and a minimum 40 per cent 

indigenous content (IC), it nonetheless leaves a plenty of scope for technology assistance from 

external sources which allows foreign companies an opportunity to push their products, albeit 

indirectly, through Indian partners who are willing to play a second fiddle to their overseas 

collaborators. In their attempt to sell their products, the foreign companies also do not hesitate in 

exploiting the age-old turf wars between key stakeholders of the Indian defence establishment. 

As of now, the Indian defence companies, especially the ones from the private sector have very 

little capability of designing and developing complex weapon systems, and that too in a period of 105 

weeks, the maximum time allowed under Make-II for user trial of prototype. If a company claims it 

could do so, it is important for the MoD to decipher the real motives, examine what new technologies 

are being promised to be developed, and see to it that the company has the overall intellectual property 

rights (IPR), including for exports. Furthermore, when the government has already sanctioned a 

developmental project to the DRDO, or any other agency, which involves a significant investment of 

taxpayers’ money, it is important for the MoD to ensure that such projects are delivered on time before 

a parallel development is sought outside. 

This is not to suggest that the DRDO, or any other state-owned/controlled agencies, should have 

exclusive monopoly over all developmental projects approved under Make-II. In fact, the Make-II 

procedure categorically states that projects once approved would not be retracted just because India’s 

premier defence R&D agency is developing such projects. However, such restraint on the DRDO 

appears to be based on the organisation’s chequered past, and not on the organisation’s stellar 

contribution especially to strategic programmes. Identifying the issues and concerns of DRDO’s R&D 

projects, including in the post-developmental phase, and addressing them in a time bound manner is 

far more important than marginalising the organisation in favour of parallel development within the 

industry. Suffice to say that the DRDO is currently engaged with nearly 370 R&D projects (excluding 

strategic ones) with government making an investment commitment of over Rs. 78,000 crore.2 The 

MoD could least afford to ignore its premier R&D agency and all the sanctioned projects and rely on 

an industry whose R&D effort is hardly anything. 

The MoD has already taken a host of initiatives to contain India’s arms import and enhance self-

reliance. These initiatives have started paying dividend as is evident from the continuous increase in 

domestic arms production and phenomenal increase in defence exports. Further, the MoD is presently 

engaged in implementing a major plan for the defence public sector undertakings for the 

indigenisation of Rs. 15,000 crore worth of previously imported items by 2022-23.3 The Make-II is 

ideally suited for import substitution of these types of items and all efforts need to be undertaken to 

https://idsa.in/idsacomments/make-ii-need-to-prevent-duplication-lkbehera-231019#footnote2_sulm2x2
https://idsa.in/idsacomments/make-ii-need-to-prevent-duplication-lkbehera-231019#footnote3_iokqm7e
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make it a success.  The MoD needs to send a strong signal that Make-II is not to kill India’s own 

technology development but to supplement it. 

(Views expressed are of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the IDSA or of the 

Government of India.) 

https://idsa.in/idsacomments/make-ii-need-to-prevent-duplication-lkbehera-231019 
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Self-reliance in defence sector a major challenge 
While due credit must be given to the many indigenisation successes, this needs to be tempered  

with an objective assessment of what ails the present system and how it needs to be  

restructured to successfully achieve the Make-in-India mission. This challenge  

is not unique to India. Those with successful defence industries have faced it and  

found answers while we appear to be in denial and content with ad hoc solutions. 

By Marshal Brijesh Jayal (retd) 

On the 88th birth anniversary of APJ Abdul Kalam, addressing the Defence Research and 

Development Organisation (DRDO) directors’ conference, Defence Minister Rajnath Singh lauded the 

former President’s contribution to science and missile technology. He urged the scientific community 

to follow Kalam’s work ethos, emphasising that the time was right to decrease our dependence on 

imported systems and become self-reliant in critical defence technologies.  

A few days later, while addressing the Indian Defence and Aerospace Summit, the minister 

highlighted that the technological gap between the indigenous Light Combat Aircraft and the state-of-

the-art Rafale had to be bridged if India wanted to be a competitive defence production player in the 

world. Commenting on our import dependence, he cautioned that a country like India, aspiring to be a 

global nation on a par with the top five global economies, cannot continue depending so heavily on 

defence imports from foreign players. 

Clearly, the minister’s visit to France, where he received the first Rafale aircraft from Dassault 

Aviation and held discussions, and a message from China were playing on his mind. The latter was the 

military parade in Beijing earlier in the month, showcasing the continuing growth in China’s military 

and technological capabilities, chief amongst them being the remarkable advances made in the field of 

aerospace. On display were J-20 stealth fighters, fourth-generation J-16 and J-10C fighters, Y-20 

heavy transport aircraft and the Z-20 transport helicopter amongst drones encompassing diverse roles 

of supersonic high-altitude reconnaissance and multi-role combat for precision attacks. This display of 

military and aerospace technology conveyed a clear political message to the international community, 

at a time of growing security concerns over China’s rise. 

Interestingly, both the above-named gatherings also saw the active participation of the three service 

chiefs, along with officers concerned. Since it is the armed forces, more particularly the Army and the 

IAF, that have been at the receiving end of some of the problems that plague our indigenisation efforts, 

one had expected a frank appraisal from the user’s perspective of what is positive and what is lacking 

in the entire defence research and production ecosystem that has resulted in the existing state of import 

dependence. 

The Chief of Army Staff (COAS) complimented strides made by the DRDO to meet service 

requirements through home-grown solutions and  expressed confidence that “we will fight the next 

war through indigenised weapon systems and equipment” Yet, little was mentioned of why the country 

has to rely on Russian technology and licence production for the Army’s assault rifle. 

https://idsa.in/idsacomments/make-ii-need-to-prevent-duplication-lkbehera-231019
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The COAS said technology leadership defined the DRDO and that over seven decades, the 

organisation has been able to achieve objectives of self-reliance to a great extent.  Again, little was 

said on the reasons why the ambitious Light Combat Aircraft is decades behind schedule but is yet to 

achieve full operational clearance and the IAF is likely to need foreign platforms for the foreseeable 

future. 

According to media reports, at the IDAS (Indian Defence Accounts Service), the country’s three 

defence chiefs and the Ministry of Defence were on the same page — that Make-in-India should be a 

productive tool to achieve the objective of self-reliance. While due credit must be given to the many 

indigenisation successes, this needs to be tempered with an objective assessment of what ails the 

present system and how it needs to be restructured to successfully achieve the Make-in-India mission. 

This challenge is not unique to India. Those with successful defence industries have faced it and found 

answers while we appear to be in denial and content with ad hoc solutions.  

Jacques Gansler, later the under secretary of defence for acquisition and technology in the Bill 

Clinton administration, was best known for his work on defence acquisition and procurement issues 

and how these processes could be used to serve the war-fighter and make the government more 

efficient. He believed that ‘in order to understand the economic operation of the US defence industry, 

it is first absolutely essential to recognise that there is no free market at work in this area and that there 

cannot be one because of the dominant role played by the federal government. The combination of a 

single buyer, a few large firms in each segment of the industry, and a small number of extremely 

expensive weapons programmes constitute a unique structure for doing business.’ 

This, in essence, sums up the challenge to governments, defence research institutions and industries 

across the globe — how to keep a unique structure for doing business finely balanced between free 

markets on the one hand and state control on the other.  

If, indeed, the nation aspires to take its place in the forefront of defence technology and 

manufacturing, to become a force to reckon with in the international market, then it is the entire 

defence research and production system, both public and private, that must come under scrutiny to 

arrive at our own ‘unique structure for doing business.’ 

A proposed national aeronautics policy was submitted to the government by the Aeronautical 

Society of India (AeSI) in 1994. In its preamble, the then President of the AeSI, Kalam, had stated: 

“Aviation is one of the most significant technological influences of modern times and empowers the 

nation with strength for international partnership. It is a major tool for economic development and has 

a significant role in national security and international relations.” 

Since this proposal elicited no response, in 2004, the AeSI resubmitted a revised proposal for an 

overarching national aeronautics policy, along with a proposed supporting organisation with a view to 

according aeronautics the status of a national mission to enable it to take its rightful place 

internationally. This proposal, too, remains stillborn. 

It would indeed be a fitting tribute to Kalam if the Defence Minister can get the MoD to retrieve 

this proposal from the archives and open it for debate among various stakeholders. This would help 

reach India’s own ‘unique structure of doing business’ in the military and civil aeronautics field and 

indeed show the way for other high-technology defence systems and free us from the dubious record 

of  being the second largest arms importer internationally. 

https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/comment/self-reliance-in-defence-sector-a-major-

challenge/851467.html 
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Fri, 25 Oct 2019 

PhD scholar from IIT Gandhinagar  

wins DRDO contest 
The award ceremony was held at DRDO Bhawan, New Delhi, on October 15, 2019, 

 on the occasion of India’s former President, Dr APJ Abdul Kalam’s birth anniversary 

Chandan Kumar Jha, a PhD scholar in Electrical Engineering at the Indian Institute of Technology 

Gandhinagar (IITGN), has won the first prize in the ‘Dare to Dream DRDO Innovation Contest’ 

organised by the Defence Research and Development Organisation. 

He received this award in the challenge area of ‘Wearable Communication Technologies for Special 

Operations Soldiers’ for his project titled, “An optical fibre-based microphone with very high 

background noise suppression capability for use in combat zones”. The fibre-based contact 

microphone innovated by Chandan picks up the signal from the neck region and greatly suppresses the 

ambient noise with very little signal processing, official release from the institute said. 

The award ceremony was held at DRDO Bhawan, New Delhi, on October 15, 2019, on the occasion 

of India’s former President, Dr APJ Abdul Kalam’s birth anniversary. 

Chandan is working on his PhD research with Dr Arup Lal Chakraborty in the Photonic Sensors 

Lab, IITGN. “This award has become a great encouragement to me. It has given me confidence that 

our innovation can be useful for defence and has motivated me to develop it further into a reliable 

product that can be readily used by our army. The mentoring and support assured by the DRDO in 

developing this product has further boosted my enthusiasm…,” Chandan said in a statement. 

The PhD scholar conceived the project along with his supervisor Professor Chakraborty while 

attempting to record the human voice from the throat using a fibre-optic sensor. 

This optical fibre-based contact microphone picks up the human voice with high sensitivity even in 

the presence of very high background noise, typically encountered in combat situations. 

https://indianexpress.com/article/india/phd-scholar-from-iit-gandhinagar-wins-drdo-contest-6084950/ 

 

 
Fri, 25 Oct 2019 

NIT-T scholar’s radome design  

tops DRDO contest 
Trichy: The radome designed by a research scholar at the National Institute of Technology, Trichy, 

(NIT-T) has come first in the Defence Research and Development Organisation’s (DRDO) dare to 

dream contest.  

The radome, a structural, weatherproof enclosure that protects a radar antenna, designed by V 

Krushnakanth, research scholar in the ECE department, shields the aircraft’s radar from getting 

detected by enemy radar. His was awarded commendable certificate and a cash prize of Rs 5 lakh from 

defence minister Rajnath Singh last week in the 41st DRDO Directors Conference in New Delhi on 

Technology Leadership for Empowering India. The project stood first among 3,000 odd projects 

presented at DRDO’s dare to dream contest – a scheme to foster innovation and technology 

development in defence and aerospace. The front nose cone of an aircraft accommodates radar for 

https://indianexpress.com/article/india/phd-scholar-from-iit-gandhinagar-wins-drdo-contest-6084950/
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scanning and identifying targets for bombing. This needs to be protected from enemy radar from 

identification. His design on selective frequency can make the radar in combat aircraft invisible from 

enemy radars. 

Signals coming from radar is the main source of detection by enemy aircraft. The radome designed 

by me will only allow reception of selective electro-magnetic frequency and thereby remains 

undetected by enemy radar,” said Krushnakanth. “The radome is designed in such a way that it will 

allow only certain electro-magnetic frequency. “This basically means we can see others but enemies 

should not see us. Our radome works in specific frequency which will be known only to us,” he said. 

Saying that there has not been much research in this area in the country, he said the exposure he 

gained in CSIR - National Aerospace Laboratories, Bengaluru, as project assistant before joining NIT-

T helped his work in the area. Saying his guide S Raghavan was a driving force, he said that he is 

planning to take up projects under DRDO apart from exploring the possibilities on doing post-doctoral 

research. 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/trichy/nit-t-scholars-radome-design-tops-drdo-

contest/articleshow/71712660.cms 
 

 
Fri, 25 Oct 2019 

International conference at NIT Warangal 
A two-day International Conference on Communications, Signal Processing and VLSI 

 organised by the Department of Electronics  and Communication Engineering (ECE),  

National Institute of Technology (NIT), Warangal, commenced here on Wednesday 

Warangal: B H V S Narayana Murthy, Director RCI, DRDO, Hyderabad, said the field of signal 

processing and Very Large-Scale Integration (VLSI) has been a very vigorous area of research and 

application for more than five decades. 

A two-day International Conference on Communications, Signal Processing and VLSI organised by 

the Department of Electronics  and Communication Engineering (ECE), National Institute of 

Technology (NIT), Warangal, commenced here on Wednesday. 

Addressing the participants, Murthy said: “The rapid improvement of signal processing in the areas 

of communications, information processing, consumer electronics, control systems, radar and sonar, 

medical diagnosis aerospace systems with increased processing speed size reduction and low cost. 

With the invention of IC technology all discrete components are integrated into single silicon wafer 

offering numerous advantages of portability, power and performance. Signal processing and VLSI 

faces many challenges with the demand of IoT autonomous vehicles, machine learning AI and internet 

traffic is growing exponentially which acts as driving force for scaling down the transistors for higher 

performance and low cost effectiveness,” 

Prof G. Rajesh Kumar, Dean (R&C), explained about the different funding from MHRD to 

organize such conferences. Prof. N Bheema Rao, General Chair and Head of the Department presented 

the department profile and gave the gist of ongoing research projects worth of  Rs 4.50 crores 

sponsored by DST, SPARC, DRDO and other organizations and existing academic programmes. 

According to Dr Sreehari Rao and Dr Mani, the PC chairs of the conference, nearly 100 research 

papers had been received out of which 39 papers were accepted for oral presentation after a thorough 

review by nearly 35 reviewers. Six key note speakers are taking part to present the state of the art 

developments on smart design, sensor system design, defence developments etc., 

Registrar S Govardhan Rao and Prof L Krishnanand, TEQIP coordinator, spoke on the occasion. 

https://telanganatoday.com/international-conference-at-nit-warangal 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/trichy/nit-t-scholars-radome-design-tops-drdo-contest/articleshow/71712660.cms
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/trichy/nit-t-scholars-radome-design-tops-drdo-contest/articleshow/71712660.cms
https://telanganatoday.com/international-conference-at-nit-warangal
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 ‘Indigenous platforms to increase  

India’s defence exports’ 
Finding buyers for indigenously-developed platforms is a major challenge for India in its quest to 

increase defence exports, experts said here on Wednesday. 

At present, Indian defence exports comprise of components that are mostly used by foreign original 

equipment manufacturers for building larger platforms. 

In the year 2018-19, the Indian defence exports stood at Rs 10,745 crore. As per industry experts, 

the target of Rs 35,000 crore, set for the year 2024, is achievable given the pace at which the sector is 

growing. 

However, in order to further increase the volume of defence exports, the development of indigenous 

equipment which are competitive in the international market, both in terms of technology and price, is 

needed. 

“Marketing of defence equipment is a big area on which India needs to develop. In advanced 

economies, heads of state actively promote arms export of private industries. India needs to catch up 

on this,” LK Behera, research fellow, Institute for Defence Studies & Analysis (IDSA) told IANS. 

At present, most of the exports in the defence industries are from the private sector. Indigenously 

developed platforms like the Tejas Light Combat Aircraft (LCA), the Pinaka multi-barrel rocket 

launcher and the Akash surface-to-air missile have only been inducted into the domestic armed forces. 

Defence Minister Rajnath Singh had said in Bengaluru in September, after taking a sortie on a Tejas 

LCA, that India is now in a position to export the aircraft. 

“For exporting these products need to be competitive in the international market,” added Behera. 

As exporters of components, India is no doubt a part now of the global supply chain of defence 

industries. As per industry experts, continuous order availability and robust marketing of indigenous 

products is crucial to the growth of exports. 

“As on this date, defence offsets by foreign original equipment manufacturers to the tune of USD 

10 billion is pending. These offset obligations are being fulfilled and the industry is set to grow. 

However, marketing of indigenously developed equipment is a huge challenge. The acid test of 

marketing a defence product in foreign countries is passed only if our own forces begin using 

indigenously developed equipment,” Dr RK Tyagi, Director, Indigenous Defence Equipment 

Exporters Association, told IANS. 

http://www.defencenews.in/article/%e2%80%98Indigenous-platforms-to-increase-

India%e2%80%99s-defence-exports%e2%80%99-737619 
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Fri, 25 Oct 2019 

India, France explore 3rd country  

projects in Western Indian Ocean region 
India, in partnership with France, is keen to focus on port development, blue economy, trade, 

connectivity, tourism, skill development, hospitality and healthcare in this resource-rich region 

By dipanjan Roy Chaudhury 

India and France have taken concrete steps to firm up their strategic partnership in the western 

Indian Ocean, as part of their respective Indo-Pacific strategies, within two months of Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi’s trip to Paris. 

Leaders of India, France and Vanilla Islands – consisting of Comoros, Madagascar, Mauritius and 

Seychelles in the western Indian Ocean – are currently meeting for the first time in Reunion Islands 

(French territory) for exploring economic and development partnership. India is being represented by 

the minister of state for external affairs V Muraleedharan at the meet. 

India, in partnership with France, is keen to focus on port development, blue economy, trade, 

connectivity, tourism, skill development, hospitality and healthcare in this resource-rich region, said 

people aware of the matter. India is also eyeing gas deposits in the Mozambique Channel near Vanilla 

Islands, they said. 

While India has longstanding defence partnerships with Mauritius and Seychelles, its defence ties 

with Comoros and Madagascar are growing as part of India’s Indo-Pacific outreach to ensure peace 

and stability. Indo-French defence partnership extends to the western part of Indian Ocean region. 

Following his meetings on Wednesday, Muraleedharan tweeted, “Spoke about India’s role in 

enhancing trade and regional integration in the Indo-Pacific at the plenary chaired by HE 

@BrunoLeMaire French Minister of Finance and Economy this evening. India is a force of good, 

peace, and engine of growth and prosperity in the Indo-Pacific. India’s mantra for the region 'SAGAR' 

stands for 'security and growth for all'. India could forge a strong economic partnership in the Indo-

Pacific, especially around the Reunion.”  

The joint statement issued after Modi’s meeting with French President Emmanuel Macron had 

indicated enhancement in the IndoFrench partnership in the western Indian Ocean. 

“Based on a shared commitment to maintaining the freedom of navigation, particularly in the Indo-

Pacific zone, maritime security cooperation between France and India is a domain of excellence in 

their strategic partnership,” said the joint statement.  

“In this regard, France and India welcomed the swift implementation of the conclusions of the joint 

strategic vision of India-France cooperation in the Indian Ocean region, adopted during the state visit 

to India of President Macron in March 2018,” it said. 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/india-france-explore-3rd-country-projects-in-

western-indian-ocean-region/articleshow/71743985.cms 
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LOOK: Indian Navy ships on  

friendly visit to Manila 
The Indian Navy sends its warships on a goodwill visit to the Philippines just days after  

the two countries signed a maritime security cooperation agreement 

By JC Gotinga 

Manila, Philippines: Two Indian Navy ships arrived in Manila on Wednesday morning, October 23, 

for a 4-day goodwill visit, just days after the Philippines and India signed a maritime security 

agreement during the state visit of Indian President Ram Nath Kovind. 

The Shivalik-class guided missile frigate INS Sahyadri and the Kamorta-class antisubmarine 

warfare corvette INS Kiltan pulled into Pier 15 of the Port of Manila at around 9 am to a welcome 

ceremony by the Philippine Navy led by Sealift Amphibious Force Commander Captain Ernesto 

Baldovino. 

The Sahyadri’s commanding officer, Captain Ashwin Arvind, led the Indian Navy’s contingent of 

some 350 sailors on “Overseas Deployment to South East Asia and the Western Pacific.” 

The relationship between the Philippine and Indian navies is “very important,” Arvind said in his 

arrival statement. He said it is strategic for the Indian Navy to maintain a “beyond just professional” 

friendship with its Philippine counterpart because “the importance of the Indo-Pacific region is 

intricately linked with the Philippines.” 

Naval states in the Asia-Pacific have recently sought more cooperation as an increasingly assertive 

China and a pivoting US raise geopolitical tensions in the region. 

While in Manila, Arvind and other leading naval officers will pay a courtesy call on Rear Admiral 

Giovanni Carlo Bacordo, acting Philippine Navy chief, while Vice Admiral Robert Empedrad is on 

official business in Spain. 

Filipino and Indian navy sailors will take part in “goodwill games and cultural exchanges,” the 

Philippine Navy said in a media release. 

Filipino sailors will tour the Sahyadri and Kiltan to “enhance their knowledge of Indian naval 

operations and equipment.” The two vessels represent the “coming-of-age” of India’s warship building 

capabilities, the Philippine Navy added. 

On October 18, Kovind and President Rodigo Duterte oversaw the signing of a ”Memorandum of 

Understanding on the Sharing of White Shipping Information" between their two countries, which 

aims to enhance maritime security "through the sharing of information on non-military and non-

government shipping vessels between the Philippines and India," according to a Malacañang media 

release. 

Kovind visited Manila from October 17 to 21, during which India and the Philippines marked 70 

years of diplomatic ties. – Rappler.com 

https://www.rappler.com/nation/243270-photos-indian-navy-ships-friendly-visit-manila 
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Northern Army chief’s chopper makes  

emergency landing, all 7 onboard safe 
The army’s Dhruv Advanced Light Helicopter (ALH) with Lt Gen Ranbir Singh  

and seven others on board was on a sortie from Udhampur to Poonch  

when it developed a technical snag, according to a source. 

By Ravi Krishnan Khajuria 

Trichy: The radome designed by a research scholar at the National Institute of Technology, Trichy, 

(NIT-T) has come first in the Defence Research and Development Organisation’s (DRDO) dare to 

dream contest.  

A helicopter of the Indian Army carrying the chief of the force’s Northern Command Lieutenant 

General Ranbir Singh and other officers made an emergency landing following a technical glitch in 

Jammu and Kashmir’s Poonch on Thursday, officials said. 

The army’s Dhruv Advanced Light Helicopter (ALH) with Lt Gen Ranbir Singh and six other 

officers on board was on a sortie from Udhampur to Poonch when it developed a technical snag, 

according to a source. 

“A helicopter with Army Commander Northern Command onboard has executed a forced landing 

on account of technical snag in general area of Poonch. Crew and passengers are safe,” the army said 

in a statement. 

Poonch district’s senior superintendent of police, Ramesh Kumar Angral, said while speaking to 

HT that the ALH crash-landed by a river in Bedar area on Mandi-Sawjian route around 1.50pm on 

Thursday and all on board were injured in the accident. 

“The ALH was being flown by two pilots and it had Northern Army chief Lt Gen Ranbir Singh and 

six others that included two colonels, one captain and three sahayaks (assistants) on board,” Angral 

said. 

“All the nine onboard, including two pilots, were injured and a civilian, who was hit by a flying part 

of the chopper, also suffered some stitches on his leg. The Northern Army commander suffered minor 

injuries but one of the two pilots suffered serious injuries,” the official added. 

The police officer also said that soon after the incident, all the injured including Lt Gen Ranbir 

Singh were evacuated to the Northern Command’s hospital in Udhampur. 

Sources also said that Lt Col Nambiar and a co-pilot, an Indian Navy officer on deputation to the 

army, were flying the chopper. 

The Northern Command chief was on a visit to the forward areas south of Pir Panjal to take stock of 

the situation along the Line of Control (LoC). 

Pakistan has been continuously opening heavy fire on Indian posts and villages along the Line of 

Control (LoC) in Poonch and Rajouri districts since August 5 when India revoked Article 370 from 

Jammu and Kashmir and divided the state into two Union territories. 

Poonch is around 250km from Jammu. 

https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/army-helicopter-with-northern-army-commander-on-

board-crashes-in-j-k-s-poonch-district-no-casualties-officials/story-

nX3G6kSVQHu91GR0TX5JnI.html 

https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/army-helicopter-with-northern-army-commander-on-board-crashes-in-j-k-s-poonch-district-no-casualties-officials/story-nX3G6kSVQHu91GR0TX5JnI.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/army-helicopter-with-northern-army-commander-on-board-crashes-in-j-k-s-poonch-district-no-casualties-officials/story-nX3G6kSVQHu91GR0TX5JnI.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/army-helicopter-with-northern-army-commander-on-board-crashes-in-j-k-s-poonch-district-no-casualties-officials/story-nX3G6kSVQHu91GR0TX5JnI.html



